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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In the face of a global pandemic, climate-driven hurricanes, wildfires, and other extreme weather events, and the subsequent economic crisis destroying lives, livelihoods, and property, it is clear that systemic risks are the greatest threat to global economic and financial stability. To investors' portfolios, the systemic risk of climate change is large, material, and undiversifiable—as well as undeniable. Investors and companies have been on notice since 2018 that the global economy must nearly halve carbon emissions in the next decade and reach net-zero emissions by 2050 to have just a 50%-chance of limiting global warming to 1.5°C and avoiding the worst effects of a climate catastrophe.¹

In order to manage these systemic portfolio risks, investors must move beyond disclosure and company-specific climate risk management frameworks, and focus on holding accountable the relatively small number of large companies whose actions are a significant driver of climate change. Unfortunately, despite some recent progress, the largest systemically important carbon emitters and enablers in the U.S.—the energy, utility, automotive, and financial services sectors—remain far behind in the urgent business transformation needed to achieve a net-zero carbon future.²

To change company behavior to have a chance to avoid further climate catastrophe, shareholders who own these companies have the power and duty to hold their boards of directors accountable for the failure to align their strategies with the goals of the Paris Agreement. Given both the urgency of the transformation required and the influence provided by their holdings in these companies, leading investors worldwide are mobilizing to hold the largest emitters accountable to implement concrete and immediate decarbonization plans. Despite this, BlackRock and Vanguard, the world’s largest asset managers and largest shareholders of the vast majority of S&P 500 companies, continue to undermine global investor efforts to promote responsible climate action at these critical companies—even as they publicly tout their commitment to addressing the climate crisis.³

This report reviews the contributions, or lack thereof, of the world’s 12 largest asset managers to hold large U.S. energy, utility, financial services and automotive manufacturing companies accountable to combat climate change and the risks it poses to long-term shareholders and other stakeholders. Collectively they have $27.65 trillion in assets under management.⁴ As managers of investments and retirement
savings for millions of people in the U.S. and abroad, they are responsible for serving as stewards for the interests of long-term investors of all sizes. This report measures how these asset managers voted on director elections and advisory votes on top executive compensation (also known as "say-on-pay" votes) at large-capitalization U.S. companies in these critical industries, as well as their performance on critical climate-related shareholder proposals at these and other S&P 500 companies.

The key findings of this review include:

- BlackRock and Vanguard voted for 99% of U.S. company-proposed directors across the energy, utility, banking and automotive sectors reviewed in this report. BlackRock voted for 100% of company-proposed directors at the banking and auto companies included in this analysis, 99.7% at utilities, and 98% at oil & gas companies. Vanguard voted for 100% of company-proposed directors across the oil and gas, banking, and automotive companies, and in favor of 99% at utilities. BlackRock’s 2020 votes come just months after CEO Larry Fink declared that BlackRock would put climate change at the center of its investment strategy.

- BlackRock and Vanguard not only voted with management more often than most of their asset manager peers; they were just as likely to support management at utilities that had made a net-zero commitment prior to their annual meeting as at those that had not made such a commitment.

- BlackRock and Vanguard voted overwhelmingly against the climate-critical resolutions reviewed in this report, with BlackRock supporting just 3 of the 36, and Vanguard only 4. At least 15 of these critical climate votes would have received majority support of voting shareholders if these two largest asset managers had voted in favor of them. These included proposals that would have held JPMorgan Chase’s board accountable for its role as the world’s largest fossil fuel financier, and as was also the case in 2019, a proposal to bring much-needed transparency to the lobbying efforts of Duke Energy, one of the largest and highest-emitting electric utilities in the U.S.

- BlackRock voted against 10 of the 12 of the shareholder proposals flagged by the $47 trillion Climate Action 100+ investor coalition, despite joining that coalition earlier in 2020, undermining the largest global investor efforts for accountability and transparency in the energy, utility, industrial and automotive sectors.

- In contrast, other large asset managers are choosing to set and enforce policies to hold corporate boards accountable if climate-related concerns are not adequately addressed. Legal & General Investment Management and PIMCO had the highest rate of voting against management-proposed director candidates in the energy, utility, banking and automotive sectors. Legal & General and PIMCO also supported all of the shareholder proposals analyzed in this study, voting in favor of improved emissions disclosures and reduction plans, transparency regarding corporate political influence activity, and governance reforms to improve accountability to long-term shareholders.

In response to growing criticism of their voting behavior, BlackRock and Vanguard have begun to make limited disclosures of their voting decisions on climate issues, and BlackRock has said it will consider voting against directors of companies that fail to adequately manage climate risk. But aside from a small number of votes, market leaders BlackRock and Vanguard overall chose to continue to shield management across these climate-critical sectors in the U.S. from accountability, serving as a roadblock for global investor action on climate.

This report recommends that asset owners review their voting policies to enable them to vote against directors of companies with systemic importance to the climate if those companies are failing to make the necessary transition to a net-zero future. Given the urgency of the need to set companies on the path to net-zero, it calls on asset owners to vote against chairs and lead independent directors at systemically important carbon emitters that have failed to set targets of achieving net-zero carbon emissions by 2050 at the latest in the 2021 shareholder season. Finally, this report recommends that asset owners closely examine the proxy voting activities of the asset managers they engage, demand greater transparency on those managers’ voting decisions, call the asset managers to account for inadequate voting policies and practices, and consider those activities when evaluating and selecting asset managers.
II. INTRODUCTION

Climate Risks are Accelerating

The October 2018 report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) makes clear we are on track to climate disaster, and we have just a decade to avert the worst of it. Since the release of the 2018 IPCC report, the impact of a changing climate and increasing global temperatures has been felt around the world. Wildfires have burned out of control in Australia, Brazil, the Arctic, and the U.S., leading to loss of life, the destruction of property and infrastructure, and irreparable damage to ecosystems. The 2019 Atlantic hurricane season was the fourth in a row with above average activity, including Hurricane Dorian which devastated the Bahamas in September of that year. Ice sheets in Greenland and Antarctica are melting at a rapidly increasing rate, matching the worst-case scenarios of the IPCC’s modelling. In June 2020, temperatures in the Arctic Circle rose for the first time above 100° Fahrenheit.

Allowing average global temperatures to rise above 1.5°C over preindustrial levels dramatically increases the risks of triggering warming feedback loops including permafrost thaw, weakening land and ocean carbon sinks, Amazon rainforest dieback, reduction of northern hemisphere snow cover, loss of Arctic summer sea ice, and reduction of Antarctic sea ice and polar ice sheets. These tipping points may be abrupt and irreversible.

In the midst of the global pandemic, European Central Bank Executive Board member Isabel Schnabel warned, “Climate change is probably the biggest challenge we are facing, much bigger than the pandemic.” She emphasized that climate risk must be integrated into economic policy and expressed concern that markets may not be pricing climate risks properly.

In addition, the U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) issued a new report that warned, “A world racked by frequent and devastating shocks from climate change cannot sustain the fundamental conditions supporting our financial system.” It added, “the process of combating climate change itself—which demands a large-scale transition to a net-zero emissions economy—will pose risks to the financial system if markets and market participants prove unable to adapt to rapid changes in policy, technology, and consumer preferences.”
Climate change exposes entire portfolios to substantial risk

Climate change will impose immense costs on all parts of society and poses specific risks to long-term investors worldwide. These include extreme weather events, rising pollution-related risks to human health, biodiversity collapse, with increased death rates, severe political instability, famine, disease, and mass migration posing material risks to investors and ultimately, the habitability of the planet. These risks are large, quantifiable, and undiversifiable. Globally, the Central Banks and Supervisors Network for Greening the Financial System (NGFS) estimated in its 2020 Climate Scenarios Report that the losses from physical risks alone could be as high as 25% of GDP by 2100 if no further action is taken on climate change beyond existing policy measures.16

According to researchers at Stanford University, if emissions are left unchecked through 2100, GDP per capita losses in the United States could range between 6.7% and 14.3% annually.17 For context, a 5% loss to U.S. GDP in 2019 would have amounted to about $1 trillion in lost economic output; the global coronavirus pandemic caused a one-time loss to U.S. GDP of 9.5% in the second quarter of this year, much or all of which may be recovered in subsequent quarters.18 Moreover, these estimates do not account for the variety of human costs of climate change. The World Health Organization estimated in 2017 that failure to adapt to climate change will result in 250,000 excess deaths per year by 2050.19

Beyond the risks to particular companies and sectors, climate change will impose undiversifiable, portfolio-wide risks to long-term and institutional investors with broad market exposure. It will impact all sectors and all asset classes, including equities, fixed income, real estate, private equity, and commodities. A report by the Cambridge Centre for Risk Studies found that portfolio-wide risks imposed by climate change would be “unhedgeable,” since any actions that investors can take—changing asset allocations among asset classes and regions, for example—would only negate about half of the negative impacts.20 More specifically, the study found that, under a “no mitigation” and worst-case climate scenario, investors could hedge about 47-51% of negative impacts through industry, sector, and asset class diversification. Further, the “no mitigation” scenario implied that a conservative portfolio with 40% equity holdings could suffer “permanent losses of more than 25% within five years after a financial tipping point has been reached,” and an aggressive portfolio of 60% equity holdings with exposure to emerging markets could suffer more than 45% of permanent losses within five years.21

Climate change can seem to be a slow-moving crisis, with atmospheric carbon and global temperatures rising inexorably over many years. However, as noted above, there are dangerous tipping points that, once reached, can cause abrupt and irreversible damage. The same is true of the economic impacts of climate change, where the effects of rising temperatures on factors such as labor productivity or crop yields can become nonlinear above certain thresholds.22 In the financial system, large and sudden asset revaluation could cause contagion and feedback effects in the financial system leading to widespread financial instability.23

Many estimates of the impacts of climate change do not take into account the possibility of these massive tail risks and black swan-type events.24 These include large-scale food and water shortages, stronger weather disruptions, destruction of ecosystems, major population centers becoming uninhabitable, and the geopolitical risks of major social upheaval.25 These risks cannot be managed in a traditional risk management framework, which extrapolates from historical data and relies on assumptions of normal distribution of outcomes. Instead, integrating climate-related risks requires, according to the Bank of International Settlements, an “epistemological break” to refocus risk management on forward-looking scenario analyses to adequately price and manage these risks.26

These risks are already impacting portfolios

Certain companies and sectors are particularly exposed to climate risks, including physical risks to tangible assets and infrastructure and transition risks, for example the lost value from stranded assets. The physical risks to investments in the U.S. are already being made manifest. Extreme weather events have been associated with losses of more than $460 billion in the last three years alone from hurricanes, flooding, and wildfires. Nearly half of the losses associated with extreme weather events over the past 40 years have occurred in the last decade.27

A study by the International Monetary Fund found that while the average market impact of climatic disasters from the last 50 years was modest, the impact on the aggregate market of
extreme events over the same period was substantial, greater than 14%, "indicating that some climatic disasters can have a meaningful effect on financial stability." It is these extreme climatic events that will increase in number and severity in the future.

Transition risks, in particular the risk of revaluations of stranded assets, could also be significant in fossil fuel-intensive industries. Estimates of the current value of stranded assets vary widely, but multiple studies agree that the loss in global wealth from stranded fossil fuel assets will amount to trillions of dollars. "Climate change poses unprecedented challenges to human societies, and our community of central banks and supervisors cannot consider itself immune to the risks ahead of us," warned Banque de France Governor François Villeroy de Galhau. "The increase in the frequency and intensity of extreme weather events could trigger non-linear and irreversible financial losses."

Changes in the energy market have only intensified since the global pandemic. In June of this year, the oil giant Shell announced that it would reduce the value of its assets by an after-tax $15-$22 billion after lowering its long-term outlook for oil and gas prices. That same month, BP also announced that it would take up to a $17.5 billion write-down of its assets, citing the global pandemic’s "enduring impact on the global economy" and an accelerated "pace of transition to a lower carbon economy and energy system."

According to Carbon Tracker, the impairment prices used at these firms still do not meet the goals of the Paris Agreement, but the shift is a promising one. Carbon Tracker found that "European companies are far ahead of US Peers–none of ExxonMobil, Chevron or ConocoPhillips disclose impairment price assumptions at all, never mind attempting to align with international climate commitments."

Under an "orderly" climate scenario– which assumes climate policies are introduced early and become more stringent to achieve net-zero emissions before 2070– impacts from transition risks can be limited to 2% cumulative GDP loss by 2050 and 4% by 2100. A "disorderly" scenario– which assumes climate policies are not introduced until 2030– imposes far higher costs. By 2100, these could add up to a 9% loss in GDP from transition costs alone. Even this dire forecast does "not adequately account for all sources of risk, including low probability high impact events, sea level rise, extreme events and societal changes like migration and conflict."
The World Economic Forum’s Global Risks Report for 2020 warns that extreme weather events could make insurance unaffordable or unavailable for individuals and businesses and that pension funds may face “catastrophic shortfalls.” It further warns that en masse mortgage defaults as property in vulnerable regions becomes uninsurable could disrupt real estate and mortgage markets.36

An analysis by the Principles for Responsible Investment’s Inevitable Policy Response program found that an abrupt and disruptive policy response to climate change could “permanently wipe” $1.6-$2.3 trillion off the valuation of companies in the MSCI ACWI index, an amount equal to the value of the largest 12 to 33 companies in the FTSE100.37 Some sectors, including oil and gas companies and electric power producers without a robust strategy to transition to renewable energy could suffer substantially greater losses. It finds that the ten largest companies in the integrated oil and gas exploration and production sector could lose nearly a third of current value, and electric utilities without a strong strategy to transition to renewable energy could see valuations fall by two-thirds.

Moody’s has estimated that up to $3.7 trillion in rated debt is in sectors most exposed to negative credit developments as a result of climate change transition risks.38 A study by Carbon Tracker found that fossil fuel-related industries now account for $8 trillion in publicly traded debt—53% of non-financial corporate bonds. The study warned that continued spending on expansion by fossil fuel businesses mean that this large segment of the financial system is “ripe for disruption.”39
Given the enormity of the risks facing the global financial system as a result of climate change, there is unprecedented global investor attention to these issues, for example through investor coalitions like the Climate Action 100+. Many investors engaging with companies on climate issues have focused on how companies are measuring, disclosing, and managing the climate related risks they face through mechanisms such as the Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD). As Ben Caldecott, Director of the Oxford Sustainable Finance Programme, argues, despite certain successes in advancing climate risk disclosure and management frameworks, there remains a substantial gap between an individual company’s disclosure and management of climate risks to its own business and ensuring that the company’s actions contribute to acceptable climate outcomes. For example, a company may reduce its individual exposure to climate risks by moving polluting activities to a country with weaker environmental standards than its home market while making no contribution to reducing carbon emissions or even increasing net carbon pollution overall. Similarly, though oil major Chevron provides climate risk reporting that BlackRock says is “aligned with [TCFD] and the Sustainability Accounting Standards Board (SASB),” making Chevron, “a leader among US peers,” the company has made no commitment to actually re-aligning its exploration and production capital expenditures so as not to produce fossil fuels beyond a carbon budget that limits warming to well below 2°C.

The relatively small number of large companies whose actions are a significant driver of climate change, both from their direct and indirect emissions and their role in setting standards and influencing public policy, creates outsized consequences for long-term, diversified investors. For long-term shareholders with broad exposure across sectors and asset classes, the risks to the portfolio as a whole from these companies’ actions are significantly larger than the risks of adverse financial outcomes to any one particular company.

Therefore, for investors to manage the portfolio-wide risks of climate change, they must focus on ensuring the largest companies in systemically important sectors are on a path to reducing their emissions to net-zero by 2050 or sooner.
Electric power, oil & gas, automotive manufacturing & financial services are systemically important sectors

While climate change is a global problem, U.S.-based companies have an important role to play in reducing emissions and contributing to meeting the goals of the Paris Agreement. The U.S. has been responsible for more cumulative greenhouse gas emissions since the Industrial Revolution than any other country, and remains among the highest emitters per capita.\(^43\) In the absence of comprehensive government action to reduce emissions in the U.S., it is in investors’ interest to protect their portfolios through influencing corporate behavior in key, systemically important sectors.

Demand for fossil fuels is driven by the transportation and electric power production industries, which are the largest consumers of fossil fuels and the heaviest emitters of greenhouse gases in the energy system, accounting for 37% and nearly 32% of emissions from the energy system, respectively (see Figure 2).\(^45\) Within transportation, 59% of emissions come from light-duty vehicles (see Figure 2).\(^46\)

In the U.S., carbon dioxide emissions from the burning of fossil fuels in the energy system accounts for more than 80% of total greenhouse gas emissions.\(^44\) The remaining emissions result from other greenhouse gases generated by agriculture and land use activities, fugitive methane emissions, and certain industrial processes. Reducing economy-wide greenhouse gas emissions to net-zero will require tackling both the demand and supply of fossil fuels.

**CO\(_2\)-Equivalent Emissions from the Energy System by End Use, 2019**

- **Transportation** 37%
- **Electric power** 32%
- **Commercial** 5%
- **Residential** 7%
- **Industrial** 20%

**Greenhouse Gas Emissions in the Transportation Sector by Source**

- **Light-Duty Vehicles** 59%
- **Medium- and Heavy- Duty Trucks** 23%
- **Aircraft** 9%
- **Other** 5%
- **Ships and Boats** 2%
- **Rail** 2%

*Figure 2: Contribution to U.S. greenhouse gas emissions*\(^47\)

*Source: U.S. Energy Information Administration, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency*
The decarbonization of electric power production and light-duty vehicles is critical, given their contribution to U.S. greenhouse gas emissions. Because the main strategy for reducing emissions from road transportation will be vehicle electrification, the decarbonization of electric power production will support further emissions reductions in the transportation sector as well.

The primary fossil fuels used in transportation are petroleum products, while in electric power production coal and natural gas are the largest contributors to emissions.\textsuperscript{48} Coal as a share of electricity production has declined dramatically in the past decade, with natural gas largely taking its place.\textsuperscript{49} While accelerating the closure of remaining coal-fired electricity plants will be necessary to continue to drive down the emissions intensity of electricity, its use as a fuel for electricity generation in the U.S. has peaked. Meanwhile, natural gas continues to grow as a generation fuel.

\textbf{Figure 3: U.S. annual electricity generation by energy source (1970-2019)}\textsuperscript{50}

\textbf{Source:} U.S. Energy Information Administration, \textit{Monthly Energy Review}

Therefore, in addition to companies in the electric power production and automotive manufacturing industries, companies in the oil and gas industry provide the greatest opportunity for large-scale emissions reductions in the U.S. energy system. These industries feature a number of large companies that are directly and indirectly responsible for a large share of carbon emissions in the U.S. Their capital expenditure and financing decisions, particularly on long-lived assets, have the potential to lock in carbon emissions for decades to come. They also wield significant influence over public policy through political and lobbying activities, and as such are important actors in shaping climate-related policies.\textsuperscript{51}

In addition to these core industries, financial services companies enable continuing carbon emissions by providing financing, advisory and underwriting services to fossil fuel projects and fossil fuel-intensive companies. Given the capital intensity of the oil and gas, utility, and automotive manufacturing industries, financial services companies have a crucial role to play in decarbonizing those and other sectors.

\textbf{Systemically important carbon emitters must transition to net-zero by 2050 at the latest}

Companies may argue that their investment decisions enhance short- or medium-term profitability. However, in addition to creating company-specific risks, their actions also have material impact on the financial system as a whole. Protecting long-term shareholder value and the stability of the financial system requires systemically important carbon emitters to transition to net-zero emissions by 2050 at the latest. While industries and companies will have different pathways to net-zero and face different challenges in doing so, all must reach the same endpoint. Investors must have confidence in the ability and willingness of boards to oversee the changes to business strategy, capital expenditures, and governance arrangements necessary to reach net-zero emissions.
Utilities remain one of the largest sources of carbon emissions in the U.S. economy, and their capital investments in electric power infrastructure have the potential to lock in emissions for decades to come. While there have been a number of new commitments at major utilities to reduce their emissions to net-zero by 2050, the industry as a whole is not on track to do so. Carbon Tracker recently found that no major global utility with coal generation capacity has a retirement schedule consistent with the goals of the Paris Agreement.52

While coal generation has increasingly become uneconomic in the United States, gas generation infrastructure has massively expanded. U.S. utilities added more than 120 GW in gas-fired capacity between 2008 and 2019, and this expansion continues unabated—at least 200 new plants providing an additional 70 GW of capacity were planned or in development as of last December.53 According to the Rocky Mountain Institute, U.S. utilities have announced plans to invest in an additional $70 billion in new gas-fired power plant construction between now and 2025.54

At the time of Majority Action’s September 2019 asset manager report, only one of the largest electric power companies by generation in the U.S.– Xcel Energy– had made a commitment to reduce its carbon emissions to net-zero by 2050. Since then, under pressure from investors and others, an additional seven have done so (See chart below). While the number of net-zero pledges in the utility sector is encouraging, it is not yet clear whether the largest utilities have begun to reshape their business strategies to meet those goals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMPANY</th>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>COMMITMENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Xcel Energy56</td>
<td>12/3/18</td>
<td>“[W]e aspire to serve our customers with carbon-free electricity by 2050. The technology to achieve this aspiration isn’t commercially available yet, but I believe it can be available if we make it a priority today.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duke Energy Corporation57</td>
<td>9/17/19</td>
<td>“[R]educe carbon dioxide emissions at least 50 percent by 2030 from 2005 levels, and strive to be net-zero by 2050.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTE Energy59</td>
<td>9/26/19</td>
<td>“[DTE announced] goal to achieve net zero carbon emissions in its electric company by 2050...Achieving carbon neutrality will require further advancements in technology, such as carbon capture, large-scale storage, and modular nuclear facilities.” [Updated in June 2020 to include gas distribution in addition to electric.]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pinnacle West Capital Corp60</td>
<td>1/22/20</td>
<td>“We’ve set . . . [a]n aspirational goal to provide 100 percent clean, carbon-free electricity by 2050.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominion Energy41</td>
<td>2/11/20</td>
<td>“The [net-zero] goal covers carbon dioxide and methane emissions, the dominant greenhouse gases, from our electricity generation and gas infrastructure operations ... [by] moving to extend licenses for its zero-carbon nuclear generation fleet, promoting customer energy efficiency programs, and investing in wind and solar power, lower-carbon natural gas, and carbon-beneficial [“renewable” natural gas].”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Southern Company42</td>
<td>5/27/20</td>
<td>“To achieve the net-zero goal, the company will continue to reduce GHG emissions and continue our long-term commitment to energy efficiency, but also incorporate negative carbon solutions, including technology-based approaches such as direct air capture of carbon as well as natural methods like afforestation.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEC Energy Group43</td>
<td>7/30/20</td>
<td>“Plans to retire coal fueled units, build advanced technology natural gas units and invest in cost-effective, zero-carbon renewable generation in order to be carbon neutral by 2050.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For example, Duke Energy, the nation’s largest generator of electricity,\(^6\) announced its net-zero target in September 2019. In May 2020, Duke released a more detailed plan, “Achieving a Net Zero Carbon Future.” Instead of rapidly winding down its reliance on fossil fuels, Duke plans to continue burning coal until 2045, increase its reliance on natural gas through 2030, and maintain some natural gas capacity until at least 2050.\(^5\)

In its most recent filings with the North and South Carolina regulators, Duke offered six capital investment scenarios for the next fifteen years, without stating a preference among them. Five of the six would involve adding additional natural gas capacity, with the company proposing to add from 6.1 to 9.6 GW in new gas capacity through 2035.\(^6\)

Similarly, a review of the investment plans of Southern Company, the fifth-largest electricity generator in the U.S. and third-largest emitter,\(^6\) shows that the company is not on track to meet its net-zero commitment. An analysis by the Energy and Policy Institute revealed that Southern was seeking authorization to expand natural gas generation capacity in Alabama and continued to oppose demands that it accelerate the closure of uneconomic coal-fired plants in Georgia and Mississippi.\(^6\)

**Oil & gas producers**

Despite the fact that oil supplies currently in production already exceed the carbon budget for limiting warming to 1.5°C, oil and gas majors are still planning billions in capital expenditures to support new exploration and production.\(^6\) Carbon Tracker found that all of the major oil companies have sanctioned projects in recent years that fall outside the carbon budget for meeting Paris Agreement goals, including ExxonMobil’s oil sands Aspen project in Canada and Chevron’s deep water Gorgon/Jansz Phase 2 project in Australia.\(^6\) Despite delays and a collapse in oil prices, ExxonMobil remains committed to its plan, announced in 2018, to spend $230 billion to expand production by an additional one million barrels of oil and gas a day by 2025.\(^7\)

None of the 21 S&P 500 energy sector companies covered by this report has yet made a net-zero commitment.\(^2\) The three U.S. oil majors, ExxonMobil, Chevron, and ConocoPhillips limit their climate commitments to slightly reducing emissions intensity from some aspects of their operations.\(^3\) All three fail to make any commitment to phase out the extraction and production of fossil fuel or to reduce Scope 3 emissions caused by the consumption of their fossil fuels, despite the fact that the vast majority of the emissions come from oil and gas burned in transportation and electric power production.

All three lag far behind their Western European counterparts. Indeed, a July 2020 review of the sustainability plans of 30 U.S. and European oil and gas companies found that every U.S. firm lags behind the European oil majors on setting meaningful energy transition goals.\(^7\)

European oil companies, including BP, Royal Dutch Shell and Total as well as smaller firms, have announced substantial greenhouse gas emissions targets, which include some Scope 3 emissions. In the past year, each of the western European oil giants has recognized long-term impairment of their assets due to energy transition and declining demand for fossil fuels.\(^7\) Each of the three has taken the additional step of withdrawing from some U.S.-based oil lobbying groups because of their positions on climate-critical issues, although they remain members of the American Petroleum Institute, an influential opponent of environmental and climate regulation.\(^7\)

**Banks and financial services companies**

Four U.S.-based global systemically important banks (G-SIBs)\(^2\) were the world’s largest fossil fuel financiers in 2016-2019: JPMorgan Chase, Wells Fargo, Citigroup and Bank of America. Together with two other U.S. G-SIB-designated banks, Morgan Stanley and Goldman Sachs, these largest U.S. banks provided slightly under $1 trillion in fossil fuel project financing in 2016-19, according to a 2020 study by the Rainforest Action Network. The study found that eight of the “dirty dozen” largest banking sector funders of fossil fuel projects were U.S. or Canadian banks, while 11 of the 12 banks which have the best record on limiting their investment in fossil fuel projects are based in Europe.\(^7\)

Under pressure from shareholder activists and environmentalists, some of these institutions have taken small steps toward climate accountability. In July, Bank of America, Citi and Morgan Stanley committed to disclosing the GHG emissions associated with their loans and investments by joining the Partnership for Carbon Accounting Financials (PCAF). However, as of September 9, none of the three were among the 16 PCAF members which have already issued disclosures.\(^7\)
The world’s largest fossil fuel financier, JPMorgan Chase, has responded to pressure for change by implementing narrow restrictions on coal infrastructure and Arctic drilling that only cover a tiny portion of JPMorgan’s overall fossil fuel financing activities.80 Since then, management of the company opposed and narrowly defeated a resolution at its 2020 shareholder meeting which called for increased disclosure of lending that impacts climate change.81

Of the six leading U.S. fossil fuel financiers, only Morgan Stanley has committed to aligning its financing activities with achieving net-zero financed emissions by 2050.

Though none of the leading non-U.S. banks have abandoned fossil fuel finance entirely, many have announced stronger commitments to change than any of their U.S. counterparts. In the United Kingdom, three banks this year announced phased reductions in fossil fuel finance.

• Barclays declared its ambition to achieve net-zero by 2050 and to align its financing activities with the goals of the Paris Agreement.82
• The Royal Bank of Scotland said that in 2021 it will stop financing major oil and gas producers which lack a “Paris-aligned transition plan” and will completely phase out lending for the coal sector by 2030.83
• Lloyds Banking Group pledged to reduce the carbon emissions it finances by more than 50% over the next decade.84

Unless U.S. banks commit to aligning their financing activities with a net-zero goal, they will continue to exacerbate risk for the entire global financial system. To make such commitments meaningful and verifiable they must also comprehensively measure and disclose financed emissions, set clear interim targets, and cease financing expansion of fossil fuel infrastructure.

Automotive manufacturers
In the automotive sector, U.S. companies have lagged behind their European counterparts on key decarbonization metrics including target setting and sales of low-emissions vehicles, according to research reports from the World Benchmarking Alliance and the Union of Concerned Scientists (UCS).85 A 2018 UCS study of eight of the world’s largest automakers ranked the U.S. firms worst on average emissions (see Figure 4).86

Ford recently promised to do better. In June 2020, Ford announced its ambition to achieve global carbon neutrality by 2050. Importantly, Ford plans to work with the Science-Based Targets Initiative to set targets to reduce emissions not only from its operations, but also emissions produced by its suppliers and use of the vehicles it sells (Scope 3 emissions).88 By contrast, General Motors has yet to set any Scope 3 emissions targets and plans to continue using fossil fuels to power its manufacturing facilities until 2040.89

![Average Emissions from Light-Duty Vehicles Sold by the Top Eight Automakers, 1998-2017](source: Union of Concerned Scientists)
IV. LARGE ASSET MANAGERS HAVE THE POWER AND RESPONSIBILITY TO MANAGE SYSTEMIC CLIMATE RISK THROUGH PROXY VOTING

Individual companies may not yet face the right short-term incentives to unilaterally act to transition to net-zero emissions, but long-term shareholders with broad-based market exposure will suffer the consequences if systemically important firms fail to decarbonize. Asset managers, pension funds and other fiduciaries have a duty to maximize risk-adjusted returns for their beneficiaries at the portfolio level by influencing corporate behavior to reduce carbon emissions, even in the absence of sufficient or timely actions by governments.

Fundamentally, boards of directors must be held responsible for setting net-zero targets, overseeing the business transformation process, and developing necessary governance structures to ensure success. Given the scale and complexity of both climate risks and the strategic changes required to reach net-zero emissions, robust, climate-competent, independent, board-level oversight is necessary. Large investors are beginning to publicly state the need for boardroom accountability in the face of climate risks: in his annual letter to CEOs, BlackRock CEO Larry Fink wrote that boards of directors should be held accountable for managing the material risks posed by climate change. However, as the analysis in this report shows, while BlackRock and others’ public declarations about climate risk have changed, their voting record on director elections at the largest oil and gas, utility, financial services and automotive manufacturing companies has not.
Voting on director elections at systemically important carbon emitters is the single most direct and effective action long-term investors with broad market exposure can take to influence corporate decision making and protect the value of their portfolio as a whole. While dialogue and resolutions have been used to encourage change in corporate behavior for many years, progress on reducing companies’ impact on climate change has been limited. The imperative of driving near-term change requires a more direct approach, particularly at companies that have proven recalcitrant. Proxy voting policies that hold directors accountable for large companies’ failure to decarbonize would protect investments not only in the securities issued by those companies but also investments in other companies and assets—including those in other asset classes—whose value is negatively affected by climate change.

The largest asset managers also have the greatest ability to impact corporate behavior through their substantial holdings in major companies and their outsized voting impact. BlackRock and Vanguard, the world’s largest asset managers, both hold positions of more than 5% in nearly all S&P 500 companies. They are frequently the single largest shareholders in companies without a major inside shareholder.

Given that large asset managers are more likely to vote at company annual meetings than individual shareholders, their impact on director elections as well as on management and shareholder proposals is even greater than their ownership stakes would imply. For example, in 2017, the three largest asset managers—BlackRock, Vanguard, and State Street—held on average 20.5% of the outstanding shares of S&P 500 companies, while casting 25.4% of votes at those companies. This often gives these large asset managers the deciding vote when results are close.

Proxies present a voting policy that holds directors accountable for large companies’ failure to decarbonize would protect investments not only in the securities issued by those companies but also investments in other companies and assets—including those in other asset classes—whose value is negatively affected by climate change.

The largest asset managers also have the greatest ability to impact corporate behavior through their substantial holdings in major companies and their outsized voting impact. BlackRock and Vanguard, the world’s largest asset managers, both hold positions of more than 5% in nearly all S&P 500 companies. They are frequently the single largest shareholders in companies without a major inside shareholder.

Given that large asset managers are more likely to vote at company annual meetings than individual shareholders, their impact on director elections as well as on management and shareholder proposals is even greater than their ownership stakes would imply. For example, in 2017, the three largest asset managers—BlackRock, Vanguard, and State Street—held on average 20.5% of the outstanding shares of S&P 500 companies, while casting 25.4% of votes at those companies. This often gives these large asset managers the deciding vote when results are close.

**Note on data and methods**

This report analyzes the votes of the top 12 global asset managers, each of which had assets under management (AUM) greater than $1 trillion as of December 31, 2019, according to Investments and Pensions Europe. The list of top 12 asset managers can be found in Appendix A.

This report analyzes two dimensions of asset manager voting behavior: first, the extent to which each supported management recommendations at energy, utility, financial services, and automotive manufacturing companies on director elections and say-on-pay management proposals; second, how each voted on critical climate-related shareholder resolutions at S&P 500 companies in 2020. The first analysis included 56 major oil and gas, electric utility, financial services, and automotive manufacturing companies domiciled in the United States, defined as the S&P 500 companies that are in one of the following sectors and industries, as categorized by Proxy Insight:
• The "Energy" sector, excluding "Oil & Gas Equipment & Services";
• The "Utilities" sector, excluding "Water Utilities";
• The "Auto Manufacturers" industry; or
• The "Banks", "Banks - Global" or "Capital Markets" industries and are also designated as global systemically important banks.96

The full list of companies in this universe appears in Appendix B.

For critical climate-related shareholder resolutions, only those that received at least 20% shareholder support were included, to ensure that asset managers’ voting records were judged against resolutions with a baseline of significant shareholder support. A full list of these resolutions can be found in Appendix C.

These critical climate-related votes included:
1. All resolutions across the S&P 500 voted on in 2020 that directly related to a company's climate risks, greenhouse gas targets, scenario planning for climate change, and climate change transition planning, as reported in Proxy Insight. These resolutions were submitted to companies in multiple industries, including UPS, Dollar Tree, Yum! Brands, among others. Resolutions that addressed sustainability issues more generally were excluded.
2. Two additional sets of shareholder proposals for the 56 oil and gas, utility, financial services, and automotive manufacturing companies. Because the operations of companies in these industries are climate-critical, resolutions in the following areas can have a direct impact on company-level and global climate outcomes:
   • Election spending and lobbying disclosures, including resolutions calling on companies to disclose spending in elections or lobbying, including through trade associations and in the states, to ensure these activities are consistent with the goals of the Paris Agreement;
   • Proposals to improve governance and oversight by requiring independent board chairs, to ensure that the long-term interests of shareholders in protecting value against the material risks posed by climate change are taken into account in corporate governance and decision making.
3. Key governance and public policy influence resolutions at financial services and transportation companies, including those resolutions identified by Majority Action97 and/or Climate Action 100+98 as key climate votes for the 2020 shareholder season.

Voting data was provided by Proxy Insight as of September 13, 2020, based on 2020 N-PX filings for those asset managers that file N-PX reports with the SEC, other public data sources, and direct investor reporting to Proxy Insight.

Proposal votes are counted as "for" if 75% or more of funds within a fund family voted for a proposal and "against" if at least 75% of funds within a fund family opposed it. Director votes may be "against" or "withhold," depending on a company’s voting standard for director elections. Both are treated as "against" votes. Votes where there was less agreement among funds in the same fund family are recorded as "mixed." Only actual votes for a shareholder resolution are considered votes in support of it, with abstentions being counted as non-votes. The support percentage is calculated by: votes in support / (votes in support + votes against).

Finally, this report identifies resolutions that did not obtain majority support, but would have done so with the support of one or more of the largest asset managers. To determine this, the percent of common stock outstanding (%CSO) held by the asset manager, as disclosed in the issuer’s definitive proxy statement, was added to the percent support obtained by the resolution. This approach does not precisely match the voting impact an asset manager may have had, as asset managers do not disclose precisely how many shares were voted on any given resolution. In addition, an asset manager may have beneficial ownership over shares for which it does not have voting rights. Conversely, large asset managers tend to vote their shares at a higher rate than other shareholders, which amplifies their voting power beyond what is represented by %CSO. That amplification is greatest at companies with lower shareholder turnout, where the number of shares voted at the meeting can be significantly lower than the number of shares outstanding. Therefore, the %CSO method represents a conservative approach, often significantly undercounting the potential of top managers to swing close votes. More detailed discussion of this can be found in Majority Action’s 2019 Climate in the Boardroom report.99
V. ASSET MANAGERS VOTING WITH CORPORATE MANAGEMENT ON DIRECTOR AND SAY-ON-PAY VOTES

SUPPORT FOR MANAGEMENT-SPONSORED DIRECTORS BY SECTOR

UTILITIES
- 99-100% BlackRock
- 99-100% Vanguard
- 99-100% Fidelity
- 99-100% BNY Mellon
- 99-100% J.P. Morgan AM
- 99-100% Capital Group
- 99-100% Goldman Sachs AM
- 72% PIMCO
- 85% Legal and General

BANKS
- 99-100% BlackRock
- 99-100% Vanguard
- 99-100% Fidelity
- 99-100% BNY Mellon
- 99-100% J.P. Morgan AM
- 99-100% Capital Group
- 99-100% PGIM
- 99-100% Amundi
- 99-100% Goldman Sachs AM
- 88% Legal & General
- 89% PIMCO

OIL & GAS
- 99-100% Vanguard
- 99-100% Fidelity
- 99-100% Amundi
- 99-100% Goldman Sachs AM
- 75% Legal & General
- 80-89% PIMCO
- 85-94% PGIM

AUTOS
- 99-100% BlackRock
- 99-100% BNY Mellon
- 99-100% Vanguard
- 99-100% Capital Group
- 99-100% PGIM
- 99-100% Goldman Sachs AM
- 90-98% State Street
- 90-98% J.P. Morgan AM
- 88% Legal & General
- 88% PIMCO

Figure 5: Support for Management-Sponsored Directors by Sector
Source: Proxy Insight
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The world’s largest asset managers BlackRock and Vanguard remained highly aligned with the managements of the largest energy, utility, banking, and automotive manufacturing companies in the U.S., having voted for 99% of company-proposed directors across the 56 companies included in this analysis in 2020. BlackRock voted for 100% of company-proposed directors at the banking and auto companies included in this analysis, 99.7% at utilities, and 98% at oil & gas companies. Vanguard voted for 100% of company-proposed directors across the oil and gas, banking, and automotive companies, and in favor of 99% at utilities.

This replicates findings from previous years, where BlackRock and Vanguard voted for company-sponsored directors across the energy and utilities sector 99% of the time.100

BlackRock reported that it voted against directors at 50 companies for climate reasons across its holdings, however, only three were energy or utility companies in the S&P 500.101 BlackRock cast almost all these dissenting votes at either non-U.S. or smaller U.S.-based companies. Until BlackRock holds the largest emitters in fossil-fuel intensive sectors accountable, it will fail to mitigate the portfolio-wide systemic risk that climate change poses. While it is a welcome development that BlackRock has begun voting against directors for failures to disclose or manage climate risk, these votes are clearly insufficient compared to the voting behavior changes BlackRock would need to uphold its commitment to put climate change at the “center of its investment strategy.”

Other major asset managers, Fidelity Investments and Goldman Sachs Asset Management, also voted with management in favor of directors the vast majority of the time. Fidelity did not vote against a single director at any of the 56 companies, and Goldman Sachs voted against only one. By contrast, Legal & General Investment Management and PIMCO showed the lowest support for directors at these 56 companies. Legal & General voted in favor of 85% of company-backed directors at utilities, only 75% of directors at oil and gas companies, and 88% at banks and automotive manufacturers, while PIMCO voted for 72% of company-backed directors at utilities, 81% at oil and gas companies, 89% at banks, and 88% at the automotive manufacturers.

As noted above, since 2019, the number of major utilities making commitments to transition their operations to net-zero carbon emissions by 2050 has increased. But there was no appreciable difference in the voting pattern of BlackRock and Vanguard between those utilities that had made some kind of net-zero commitments prior to their 2020 annual meetings and those that had not.102

BlackRock’s support for management on say-on-pay resolutions was also high, with the asset manager supporting management at every company within this group. These votes suggest that BlackRock believes that management is being incentivized appropriately to execute corporate strategy and are a measure of overall alignment with management.

---

**Figure 6: Support for Say-on-Pay Resolutions at S&P500 Energy, Utility, Banking, and Automotive Companies**

Source: Proxy Insight
Case Study: Oust Lee Raymond as Lead Independent Director at J.P. Morgan Chase

In 2020, a coalition of public pension funds, state treasurers and shareholder advocates called for the removal of Lee Raymond, the Lead Independent Director of JPMorgan Chase, due to Raymond’s influence in the boardroom as a staunch climate-change denier, his overlong tenure, and concerns about lack of independent leadership on the board. The former CEO of ExxonMobil, and architect of the oil giant’s infamous strategy of promoting climate change denialism, has been a director of JPMorgan Chase and its predecessor for more than 33 years.

Raymond had served as presiding or lead independent director since 2007 and held key board leadership roles for nearly 20 years. Investors further raised concerns about JPMorgan Chase’s role as the biggest fossil-fuel financier in the world and its failure to commit to a credible plan to begin transitioning away from fossil fuels. New York City Comptroller Scott Stringer urged JPMorgan Chase shareholders to vote against Raymond, asserting, "Given his excessive tenure, past opposition to climate change science and policy, and personal financial interests, Lee Raymond is distinctly ill-equipped to serve in this role."

The proxy advisor Glass Lewis also cited these concerns when it recommended a vote against Raymond, explaining that, while it had supported the director in previous years in reliance on "the board’s overall average non-executive director tenure and recent refreshment," it would no longer do so.

In the face of this backlash, just months after JPMorgan Chase had reaffirmed its commitment to keep Raymond in the lead independent director role, the company announced that he would step down from that position by the end of September.

While investors welcomed Raymond’s demotion, they continued to call for his removal from the board. Ultimately 15.3% of shareholders voted against Raymond continuing to serve as a director of the company. According to Proxy Insight data, only 3% of directors nominated for election among the S&P 500 so far this year received less than 85% support.

Despite this substantial demonstration of shareholder opposition to Raymond’s reelection as director, Vanguard and BlackRock, which hold almost 8% and 7% of JPMorgan Chase shares, respectively, each supported Raymond’s reelection to the board. Neither explained why Raymond deserved to remain on the board or how it reached the final decision. The silence is particularly notable for BlackRock, which voluntarily pledged earlier this year that it would increase transparency on its corporate engagement and proxy voting processes, especially on “key high-profile votes.” At other high-profile votes at financial services companies Mizuho and Barclays, BlackRock did release voting bulletins providing more detailed explanations for its votes. BlackRock has since indicated that engaging with financial institutions will be a priority in the second half of 2020; however, it remains to be seen whether it will hold boards accountable in this climate-critical sector.

Vanguard’s 2020 Investment Stewardship Report lists JPMorgan Chase as one of several hundred companies where its Investment Stewardship team engaged on "Board Composition" (among other subjects) during the year ended June 30, 2020, but provides no information on the nature of that engagement.

Legal & General Investment Management voted against Raymond, as did a number of funds managed by Capital Group and BNY Mellon.
Case Study: Vote against Board Members of ExxonMobil
For the second year in a row, the Church of England and New York State employees’ pension funds called on shareholders to vote against all ExxonMobil board members due to their collective failure to engage responsibly on climate change. In a letter to shareholders, New York State Comptroller Thomas DiNapoli called ExxonMobil "uniquely resistant to accepting responsibility for the emissions associated with its business," adding, "We believe that ExxonMobil can do so much better, and that a change in strategy and governance can bring about a long overdue improvement in shareholder returns."116

In a welcome development, BlackRock, the holder of 6.7% of ExxonMobil shares, voted against two directors, Angela Braly and Kenneth Frazier, citing concerns about the company’s "insufficient progress with respect to TCFD aligned reporting and related action."117 Vanguard, which held 8.4% of ExxonMobil shares, voted to reelect all ExxonMobil directors in 2019 and 2020.

Vanguard’s description of its 2020 engagement with ExxonMobil indicates that Vanguard discussed both director elections and shareholder proposals with the company, but does not specifically provide an explanation for its decision to support the re-election of ExxonMobil’s directors. Instead, Vanguard praised the company for taking "positive steps to strengthen independent leadership on the board," including renaming the position of "presiding director" to "lead director" and adding new responsibilities to that role. The Vanguard report mentions that shareholders have expressed concern about "Exxon’s oversight, disclosure and approach to climate change," but it did not indicate that Vanguard has engaged with the company on any climate issue, or that climate change risks factored into its voting decision.118
VI. PERFORMANCE OF ASSET MANAGERS ON KEY CLIMATE SHAREHOLDER RESOLUTIONS IN 2020

In 2020, Majority Action reviewed 36 climate critical shareholder resolutions. Of these, nine were directly related to the business and physical risks of climate change; nine proposed independent chairs at fossil fuel intensive and climate critical companies; and 18 were related to the political and lobbying activities of key companies. Across all 36 resolutions, Legal & General and PIMCO voted most consistently in favor. By contrast, BlackRock, Vanguard, and Fidelity demonstrated the lowest level of support for these resolutions, voting for them less than 20% of the time.
Figure 7: Percentage of Votes in Favor of Climate-Critical Resolutions
Source: Proxy Insight
**Climate Action 100+**

In 2020, Climate Action 100+, the largest global investor coalition on climate change representing $47 trillion in assets under management, highlighted 12 key resolutions at its focus companies. These included resolutions supporting independent chairs at Dominion Energy, Duke Energy, ExxonMobil and Southern Company, as well as lobbying disclosure resolutions at Caterpillar, Duke Energy, ExxonMobil, Ford Motor Company, General Motors, Chevron, Delta Air Lines, and United Airlines. Despite joining the Climate Action 100+ network in early 2020, BlackRock supported only two of the 12 resolutions. In contrast, J.P. Morgan Asset Management, which also joined Climate Action 100+ in 2020, supported eight of the 12 resolutions.

**Key climate resolutions would have received majority votes with BlackRock and Vanguard support**

As in prior years, a number of these key resolutions would likely have received majority support had BlackRock and Vanguard supported them. These two asset managers held more than 5% of common stock outstanding in each of the 23 companies with critical climate resolutions. BlackRock and Vanguard were among the least likely to support the shareholder resolutions identified in this report. BlackRock and Vanguard’s holdings are so significant that at least 15 of these resolutions would have received majority support if both of these asset managers had voted in favor of them.

---

**Figure 8: Climate Action 100+ Key Resolutions, 2020**

*Climate Action 100+ signatory*

Source: Proxy Insight
For the second year in a row, a proposal at **Dominion Energy** asking for an independent chair of the board received wide shareholder support just shy of the majority threshold, at 46.6%. The resolution was supported by the proxy advisor ISS. Shareholder support for an independent chair increased from 39.7% in 2019. Vanguard (8.2%) and BlackRock (7.0%) together held more than 15% of Dominion shares, but neither voted for the resolution. Support from either would have not only allowed the resolution to pass, but also sent an unmistakable message to management about the need for change. Supporters of this resolution pointed to Dominion's investments in the controversial Atlantic Coast Pipeline (ACP), an $8 billion project that was "notable for delays, cost overruns, and environmental and social risks." They also criticized Dominion's current lead independent director for his excessive tenure as well as lack of experience outside the fossil fuel industry, adding that the board structure was not well-suited for independent leadership of the company.

Dominion announced shortly after the annual general meeting that it would cancel the ACP project, saying that additional delays due to activist opposition, permit problems, a short-term hit on gas demand from the global pandemic as well as longer-term changes due to growing consumer interest in clean energy contributed to the demise of the controversial project.

While Dominion Chair and CEO Tom Farrell relinquished his role as CEO effective October 1, 2020, in the wake of this expression of shareholder concern, the board is still not chaired by an independent director, and the company promoted the executive who led the ill-fated ACP project, Diane Leopold, to be sole Chief Operating Officer responsible for all operating segments.

At **J.P. Morgan Chase**, two resolutions would have received majority support this year if Vanguard or BlackRock—which held 7.9% and 6.7% of JPMorgan Chase shares, respectively—had supported them. One resolution asked JPMorgan Chase to issue a report explaining if and how it intends to align its lending practices to goals of the Paris Climate Accord, citing concerns about the company's record of financing fossil fuel companies and the lack of targets to reduce its lending-related GHG emissions. Climate activists have called JPMorgan Chase, which provided almost $269 billion in lending and underwriting support to the industry between 2016 and 2019,
the "#1 banker of fossil fuels."132 The resolution received the support of ISS as well as substantial shareholder support, with 49.6% of votes cast in favor.133

Neither Vanguard nor BlackRock supported this widely-backed measure.134 Vanguard, in a rare explanation of its vote on a climate-critical resolution, said that while "financial services firms should not delay their climate reporting," it found JPMorgan’s practices in line with those of its peers and did not support the resolution.135 BlackRock sided with management, asserting, "Company already has policies in place to address these issues."

Shareholders also asked JPMorgan to adopt an independent board chair for the eighth time since 2010.137 The resolution received 41.9% shareholder support, the highest in the past decade.138 The proposal’s supporting statement raised concerns regarding the independence of JPMorgan Chase’s current lead independent director Lee Raymond, the former ExxonMobil CEO, who has been on the board for 33 years and in key leadership roles for almost two decades, adding that "long tenure … is the opposite of independence."139 Once again, neither Vanguard nor BlackRock supported this critical resolution.140 Their combined votes, amounting to almost 15%, would have more than ensured majority support. While Vanguard has not provided any explanation for its vote, BlackRock has said, "Company has a designated lead director who fulfils the requirements appropriate to such role."

At Duke Energy, shareholders have voted on a resolution asking the company to fully disclose its lobbying activities and expenditures every year since 2010, except for 2018, when it was withdrawn. The resolution highlighted Duke’s lobbying at the state level and through third-party groups, including trade associations and tax-exempt organizations that write model legislations. It cited reputational risks associated with lobbying that “contradicts company public positions.”142 Of particular concern to shareholder proponents were Duke’s payments to groups, including the Business Roundtable, Edison Electric Institute, the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, and American Legislative Exchange Council, whose positions "do not align with its stated commitment to a low carbon future."143 Shareholder support for this resolution ranged in the low- to mid-30% range between 2016 and 2019 but increased to its highest this year at 42.4%.144 after proxy advisor ISS recommended a vote in favor. Vanguard, the holder of 8.5% of Duke’s shares, did not support this resolution. If Vanguard had voted in favor,145 the resolution would have passed the majority threshold after many years of consistent shareholder support. BlackRock also voted against this resolution, although it would not have been able to swing the result on its own.146

Also voted on at Duke Energy was a shareholder resolution asking for an independent chair of the board. It noted that the Duke CEO has served as the chair of the board since 1999 except for two transition periods, and that the current independent lead director has served since 1990, compromising his independence. It also made the case that independent board leadership would be “particularly useful to oversee the strategic transformation necessary for Duke to capitalize on the opportunities available in the transition to a low carbon economy.”147 This resolution received 40.1% shareholder support and the support of ISS.147 Neither Vanguard (8.5% ownership) nor BlackRock (7.0%) voted for it; their combined support would have led to majority support for the resolution.149 While Vanguard did not provide a reason for this vote, BlackRock cited the existing role of lead independent director as its reason for opposition.150

Shareholders at Delta Air Lines asked the company this year to align its lobbying activities to the goals of the Paris Agreement, or "limiting average global warming to well below 2 degrees Celsius."151 This first-year resolution received strong shareholder support of 45.9%, missing the threshold for majority by less than five percent.152 The proposal cited concerns about systemic risks that climate change pose to economies and investment portfolios, as well as the role of trade associations and other political organizations that "present forceful obstacles to progress in addressing the climate crisis."153 Vanguard held 6.9% of the company’s shares and BlackRock held 5.4%.154 Both opposed this resolution; support from either one would have pushed it past the majority threshold.155 BlackRock explained its decision stating that Delta was working on increasing its disclosures on political contributions and lobbying, and thus, "support for the shareholder proposal is not warranted at this time."156 This contrasts with BlackRock’s support of a similar resolution at Chevron, which it said was "in the best interests of shareholders to have access to greater disclosure on the issue."157
A first-year resolution asked **Chevron** to report on the “public health risks of expanding petrochemical operations and investments” in areas increasingly affected by climate change. The resolution focused on the Chevron Phillips Chemical Company, a subsidiary, and the “financial, health, environmental, and reputational risks” of maintaining and building chemical facilities along the Gulf Coast of the United States, an area prone to hurricanes. Shareholder proponents challenged an “evasion of responsibility regarding the increasingly important topic of climate risk” and said that Chevron did not provide shareholders with “sufficient analysis and disclosure on managing growing risks to its petrochemical operations.” About 46% shareholders supported the measure; had either Vanguard or BlackRock, which held 8.4% and 6.7% of Chevron shares, respectively, supported it, it would have passed the majority threshold.

BlackRock’s vote on this proposal diverged from its vote on another resolution at Chevron, asking the company to report on how its lobbying activities aligned with the goals of the Paris Agreement and how it planned to mitigate the risks of misalignment. “Corporate lobbying activities that are inconsistent with meeting the goals of the Paris Agreement present regulatory, reputational and legal risks to investors,” the resolution urged, stressing concerns about trade associations and other political organizations that “too often present forceful obstacles to progress in addressing the climate crisis.” BlackRock voted in favor of the resolution because “[w]e believe it is in the best interests of shareholders to have access to greater disclosure on this issue.” Without BlackRock’s support, the resolution would not have reached majority support. Vanguard voted against the resolution.

Despite Chevron’s failure to alter its capital expenditures to align its oil and gas production to a carbon budget consistent with the goals of the Paris Agreement and its documented history of using its influence to undermine climate mitigation policies, BlackRock stated that it “recognize[s] and applaud[s]” Chevron’s current reporting and “considers Chevron a leader among US peers with regard to board oversight of climate risk, strong corporate governance practices, and reporting in line with SASB and the TCFD.”
VII. RECOMMENDATIONS

Asset owners can do more to hold asset managers accountable for managing their proxy voting strategies to ensure companies are adequately prepared to face the unprecedented risks posed by climate change. Asset owners have an obligation to their beneficiaries to carry out oversight of corporate boards through monitoring, engagement, and proxy voting. Asset owners therefore should urge their asset managers to wield their power and influence to press companies to plan adequately for a net-zero carbon future and mitigate the risks of catastrophic climate change to investors.

Photo: Mauritius Oil Spill, August 2020
Specifically, asset owners should:

a. **Review and update voting policies:** Asset owners should review and update their own proxy voting guidelines to allow them to hold boards accountable through votes on director elections for the climate performance of systemically important carbon emitting companies. These policies should enable asset owners to vote against board chairs, lead independent directors, committee chairs, and, if necessary, entire boards at companies that fail to set net-zero targets and put in place the necessary plans to meet those targets.

b. **Hold boards accountable for climate performance:** Starting in 2021, asset owners should vote against or withhold support from the board chair and lead independent director (where the position exists) at companies that are systemically important carbon emitters and have failed to commit to net-zero emissions by 2050. Fossil-fuel intensive companies and those in sectors with systemic importance to the climate have been on notice for many years that they must transition their operations and products to achieve net-zero emissions by no later than 2050 if the world is to avoid the worst effects of catastrophic climate change. Investors should immediately begin to hold directors accountable for failing to recognize this reality.

c. **Review relationships with existing asset managers in light of proxy voting performance, and seek alternative asset managers if necessary:** As major clients of asset managers, asset owners should engage with their current asset managers over their voting record and plans for holding boards accountable for systemic climate risk. They should expect full transparency and sufficient contemporaneous explanation regarding the reasoning and justification for votes cast by the asset manager. Asset owners should also consider incorporating criteria regarding proxy voting on systemic climate risk and at climate-critical companies into their asset manager search criteria, requests for proposals, and assessments.
## APPENDICES

### APPENDIX A: LIST OF TOP 12 ASSET MANAGERS FROM INVESTMENTS AND PENSIONS EUROPE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RANK</th>
<th>COMPANY</th>
<th>ASSETS UNDER MANAGEMENT (USD MILLIONS) DEC. 31, 2019</th>
<th>PERCENT VOTES IN FAVOR OF MANAGEMENT-PROPOSED DIRECTORS</th>
<th>PERCENT VOTES IN FAVOR OF SAY ON PAY VOTES</th>
<th>PERCENT VOTES IN FAVOR OF CLIMATE-CRITICAL RESOLUTIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>BlackRock</td>
<td>$5,895,547</td>
<td>99.2%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>8.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Vanguard</td>
<td>$4,779,576</td>
<td>99.3%</td>
<td>98.2%</td>
<td>11.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>State Street Global Advisors</td>
<td>$2,466,375</td>
<td>96.5%</td>
<td>96.4%</td>
<td>27.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Fidelity Investments (FMR)</td>
<td>$2,353,799</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>89.3%</td>
<td>19.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>BNY Mellon Investment Management</td>
<td>$1,682,040</td>
<td>98.7%</td>
<td>85.7%</td>
<td>52.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>J.P. Morgan Asset Management</td>
<td>$1,668,332</td>
<td>97.3%</td>
<td>83.9%</td>
<td>52.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Capital Group</td>
<td>$1,647,360</td>
<td>98.0%</td>
<td>88.9%</td>
<td>28.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>PIMCO</td>
<td>$1,629,807</td>
<td>77.6%</td>
<td>83.3%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Amundi</td>
<td>$1,599,921</td>
<td>98.3%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>77.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>PGIM</td>
<td>$1,352,633</td>
<td>93.9%</td>
<td>85.7%</td>
<td>69.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Goldman Sachs Asset Management Int.</td>
<td>$1,308,628</td>
<td>99.8%</td>
<td>90.9%</td>
<td>33.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Legal &amp; General Investment Management</td>
<td>$1,270,159</td>
<td>82.0%</td>
<td>75.9%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** Assets under management were translated from euros at the exchange rate of 1.122701, as of December 31, 2019.
## APPENDIX B: S&P 500 AUTO MANUFACTURERS, GLOBAL SYSTEMICALLY IMPORTANT BANKS (G-SIBS), UTILITIES AND OIL AND GAS COMPANIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SYMBOL</th>
<th>COMPANY</th>
<th>GICS SECTOR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>Ford Motor Company</td>
<td>Consumer Discretionary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GM</td>
<td>General Motors</td>
<td>Consumer Discretionary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAC</td>
<td>Bank of America Corp</td>
<td>Financial Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Citigroup Inc.</td>
<td>Financial Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GS</td>
<td>Goldman Sachs Group</td>
<td>Financial Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JPM</td>
<td>JPMorgan Chase &amp; Co</td>
<td>Financial Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS</td>
<td>Morgan Stanley</td>
<td>Financial Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WFC</td>
<td>Wells Fargo</td>
<td>Financial Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AEP</td>
<td>American Electric Power</td>
<td>Utilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Dominion Energy</td>
<td>Utilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUK</td>
<td>Duke Energy</td>
<td>Utilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ED</td>
<td>Consolidated Edison</td>
<td>Utilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EIX</td>
<td>Edison Int’l</td>
<td>Utilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETR</td>
<td>Entergy Corp.</td>
<td>Utilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EVRG</td>
<td>Evergy</td>
<td>Utilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FE</td>
<td>FirstEnergy Corp</td>
<td>Utilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LNT</td>
<td>Alliant Energy Corp</td>
<td>Utilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEG</td>
<td>Public Service Enterprise Group (PSEG)</td>
<td>Utilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPL</td>
<td>PPL Corp.</td>
<td>Utilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SO</td>
<td>Southern Company</td>
<td>Utilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEC</td>
<td>WEC Energy Group</td>
<td>Utilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATO</td>
<td>Atmos Energy</td>
<td>Utilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AES</td>
<td>AES Corp</td>
<td>Utilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NRG</td>
<td>NRG Energy</td>
<td>Utilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AEE</td>
<td>Ameren Corp</td>
<td>Utilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMS</td>
<td>CMS Energy</td>
<td>Utilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNP</td>
<td>CenterPoint Energy</td>
<td>Utilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTE</td>
<td>DTE Energy Co.</td>
<td>Utilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ES</td>
<td>Eversource Energy</td>
<td>Utilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXC</td>
<td>Exelon Corp.</td>
<td>Utilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEE</td>
<td>NextEra Energy</td>
<td>Utilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NI</td>
<td>NiSource Inc.</td>
<td>Utilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYMBOL</td>
<td>COMPANY</td>
<td>GICS SECTOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PNW</td>
<td>Pinnacle West Capital</td>
<td>Utilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRE</td>
<td>Sempra Energy</td>
<td>Utilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XEL</td>
<td>Xcel Energy Inc</td>
<td>Utilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVX</td>
<td>Chevron Corp.</td>
<td>Energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XOM</td>
<td>Exxon Mobil Corp.</td>
<td>Energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HES</td>
<td>Hess Corporation</td>
<td>Energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APA</td>
<td>Apache Corporation</td>
<td>Energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COG</td>
<td>Cabot Oil &amp; Gas</td>
<td>Energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CXO</td>
<td>Concho Resources</td>
<td>Energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COP</td>
<td>ConocoPhillips</td>
<td>Energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVN</td>
<td>Devon Energy</td>
<td>Energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FANG</td>
<td>Diamondback Energy</td>
<td>Energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EOG</td>
<td>EOG Resources</td>
<td>Energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRO</td>
<td>Marathon Oil Corp.</td>
<td>Energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NBL</td>
<td>Noble Energy Inc</td>
<td>Energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OXY</td>
<td>Occidental Petroleum</td>
<td>Energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PXD</td>
<td>Pioneer Natural Resources</td>
<td>Energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HFC</td>
<td>HollyFrontier Corp</td>
<td>Energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPC</td>
<td>Marathon Petroleum</td>
<td>Energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSX</td>
<td>Phillips 66</td>
<td>Energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VLO</td>
<td>Valero Energy</td>
<td>Energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KMI</td>
<td>Kinder Morgan</td>
<td>Energy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## APPENDIX C: LIST OF CLIMATE-CRITICAL RESOLUTIONS, 2020

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMPANY</th>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>RESOLUTION</th>
<th>VOTE OUTCOME</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chevron Corporation</td>
<td>Climate risks</td>
<td>Report on Petrochemical Risk</td>
<td>46.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dollar Tree Inc.</td>
<td>Climate risks</td>
<td>Report on Greenhouse Gas Emissions Goals</td>
<td>73.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exxon Mobil Corporation</td>
<td>Climate risks</td>
<td>Report on Risks of Petrochemical Operations in Flood Prone Areas</td>
<td>24.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J.B. Hunt Transport Services Inc.</td>
<td>Climate risks</td>
<td>Report on Climate Change Initiatives</td>
<td>54.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JP Morgan Chase &amp; Co</td>
<td>Climate risks</td>
<td>Report on Climate Change</td>
<td>49.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phillips 66</td>
<td>Climate risks</td>
<td>Report on Risks of Gulf Coast Petrochemical Investments</td>
<td>54.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transdigm Group Incorporated</td>
<td>Climate risks</td>
<td>Adopt Quantitative Company-wide GHG Goals</td>
<td>45.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Parcel Service Inc.</td>
<td>Climate risks</td>
<td>Report on Climate Change</td>
<td>29.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yum! Brands Inc.</td>
<td>Climate risks</td>
<td>Report on Supply Chain Impact on Deforestation</td>
<td>33.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ameren Corporation</td>
<td>Governance</td>
<td>Require Independent Board Chairman</td>
<td>29.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chevron Corporation</td>
<td>Governance</td>
<td>Require Independent Board Chair</td>
<td>26.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominion Energy Inc</td>
<td>Governance</td>
<td>Shareholder Proposal Regarding Independent Chair</td>
<td>46.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duke Energy Corporation</td>
<td>Governance</td>
<td>Require Independent Board Chairman</td>
<td>40.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exxon Mobil Corporation</td>
<td>Governance</td>
<td>Require Independent Board Chair</td>
<td>32.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JP Morgan Chase &amp; Co</td>
<td>Governance</td>
<td>Require Independent Board Chair</td>
<td>41.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPL Corporation</td>
<td>Governance</td>
<td>Require Independent Board Chairman</td>
<td>44.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sempra Energy</td>
<td>Governance</td>
<td>Shareholder Proposal Regarding Independent Chair</td>
<td>38.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern Company (The)</td>
<td>Governance</td>
<td>Require Independent Board Chairman</td>
<td>22.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caterpillar Inc.</td>
<td>Money in politics</td>
<td>Report on Lobbying Payments and Policy</td>
<td>33.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chevron Corporation</td>
<td>Money in politics</td>
<td>Report on Climate Lobbying Aligned with Paris Agreement Goals</td>
<td>53.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMS Energy Corporation</td>
<td>Money in politics</td>
<td>Report on Political Contributions</td>
<td>34.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delta Air Lines Inc.</td>
<td>Money in politics</td>
<td>Report on Climate Lobbying</td>
<td>45.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delta Air Lines Inc.</td>
<td>Money in politics</td>
<td>Report on Political Contributions</td>
<td>46.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTE Energy Company</td>
<td>Money in politics</td>
<td>Report on Political Contributions</td>
<td>36.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duke Energy Corporation</td>
<td>Money in politics</td>
<td>Report on Lobbying Payments and Policy</td>
<td>42.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exxon Mobil Corporation</td>
<td>Money in politics</td>
<td>Report on Lobbying Payments and Policy</td>
<td>38.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exxon Mobil Corporation</td>
<td>Money in politics</td>
<td>Report on Lobbying Payments and Policy</td>
<td>37.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ford Motor Company</td>
<td>Money in politics</td>
<td>Report on Political Contributions</td>
<td>30.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Motors Company</td>
<td>Money in politics</td>
<td>Report on Lobbying Payments and Policy</td>
<td>20.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J.B. Hunt Transport Services Inc.</td>
<td>Money in politics</td>
<td>Report on Political Contributions</td>
<td>33.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nextera Energy, Inc.</td>
<td>Money in politics</td>
<td>Report on Political Contributions</td>
<td>53.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern Company (The)</td>
<td>Money in politics</td>
<td>Report on Lobbying Payments and Policy</td>
<td>38.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Airlines Holdings, Inc.</td>
<td>Money in politics</td>
<td>Report on Global Warming-Related Lobbying Activities</td>
<td>31.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Parcel Service Inc.</td>
<td>Money in politics</td>
<td>Report on Lobbying Payments and Policy</td>
<td>28.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Parcel Service Inc.</td>
<td>Money in politics</td>
<td>Report on Lobbying Payments and Policy</td>
<td>23.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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